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Google. Yahoo. Bing. How Do I Rise To The Top Of The Search Results, You Ask?.. Answer Traffic

Armour Keywords! New Video Series Demystifies All Areas Of Keyword Traffic Allowing You To Excel

And Grow Your Business Like Never Before! Perfect for.. * Niche Webistes! * Selling More Products! *

Finding New And Interested Customers! ..And Much More! Read on if the following applies to you: * You

have a website and want more traffic * You have a blog and you want more people to read it * You are

frustrated by failed attempts to increase page views * You are looking for easy to understand steps to

generate traffic Everyone wants their website to be seen. I get it. For some of you, traffic is the lifeblood of

your online business. Success is literally defined by the amount of people who come to your site every

day. It can be easy to turn to the many SEO experts out there who tell you that traffic generation is best

left to contracted and costly professionals, that it is a complex and difficult process that only a few

understand. I am here to tell you they are wrong. Rising to the top of the search resultsthe most important

step in traffic generationis a pretty straightforward process. Ive broken down that process into 10 easy to

follow video tutorials, called Traffic Armour Keywords. Its Time To Get Up To Speed On Killer Keywords.
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Its Time To Get The Edge On The Competition. These are tried and true methods for generating killer

keywords for your website or blogkeywords that will have your online business rising to the top page of

search engine results. Wont it feel good to be Number 1??!!! Maybe you are here because you have

already dumped a lot of cash into a professional traffic generating service. If so, youve probably watched

as some VERY expensive seeds yielded VERY LITTLE fruit. Ill going to help you avoid making that

mistake ever again. Maybe you are here because you sense theres a way to bring traffic to your site

affordably, without breaking the bank. Congratulationsyou were right. Traffic Armour Keywords is that

way. Traffic Armour Keywords Heres Whats Inside The Traffic Armour Keywords video series contains 11

video tutorials that will teach you how to use killer keywords to increase traffic. * What are keywords? *

How do I find the best keywords for my site? * How can I use keywords to increase traffic to my site? *

What keywords are the competition using? All these questions and more are answered in 10

informational video tutorials I call Traffic Armour Keywords. These methods are indestructible. They are

timeless. They will work every time, for every website or blog, for every person. You wont pay extra for

added services. There is no gimmick to hook you in and charge more for must-have additional videos. Its

all right here, right now. You will learn: * How To Locate and Create Keywords * How To Effectively Use

Keywords on your Site * How To Gain the Edge on the Competition * How To Research Keywords * How

To Use Your New Keyword Knowledge To Crank Up the Traffic! and much more! Using Killer Keywords

To Generate Traffic Has Never Been Easier Thanks To Traffic Armour Keywords! Seeing the competition

edge you out in search engine results is frustrating. It can take its toll very quickly. Traffic Armour

Keywords will help you turn the tables on your competition and leave them in the dust. Heres how you will

beat out the competition: * Learn the frequently searched for keywords that dont have much competition *

Learn about keyword profitability * Learn the strengths and weaknesses of your competitionand how to

exploit that knowledge * Learn how to dominate specific keywords and keyword phrases If your online

business depends on traffic you cant afford to sit around and wait! No one comes through the door they

cant find. Traffic Armour Keywords is the answer to effective use of keywords for traffic generation.

Understand and using keywords is one step you cant ignore! Heres The Complete Package Details..

Video #1 - Series Introduction Get an overview of what is to come. Understand the big picture is important

before diving right in. Keep the big picture in mind as you follow the rest of the steps. Video #2 - What Are

Keywords? This isnt Keywords for Dummies, folks. Here we touch upon some of the basics of keywords,



why they are important, and how keywords effect traffic and search results. This keyword primer isnt to be

missed! Video #3 - Where Do We Find Keywords? Ever struggled to know how to come up with keywords

for your website? Struggle no more. This video walks you through the steps to discovering the best

keywords for your specific site, blog, or niche. Video #4 - How Are Keywords Used? Youve found some

keywords and phrases, but now what do you do with them? Learn all the ways to effectively incorporate

keywords into your site in this video. Video #5 - Brainstorm Keywords There is more than one way to skin

a cat, and more than one way to generate keywords. Well take you deeper into the world of keyword

generation, beyond the simple Google tools used by most folks. Video #6 - Basic Keyword Research Part

1 Were going to teach you the tools to be a successful keyword researcher. Not only will you learn to

research effectively and efficiently, well teach you how to compile and organize your research to stay

efficient and professional. Video #7 - Basic Keyword Research Part 2 In this video youll dive a little

deeper into keyword research. Well take you through Google Adwords and Seo Book, all the while

showing you the best ways to track your findings for future use. Video #8 - Competition Research Part 1

Get the skinny on the other guy. This video will teach you how to determine the competition for a keyword

or keyword phrase. Who is using what? Understanding this step will save you a lot of time and money

down the road. Video #9 - Competition Research Part 2 To beat your enemy, you must know your enemy.

Is the competition weak or strong for a keyword? Can you dominate it over the competition? This and

more you will learn in Video 9. Video #10 - Competition Research Part 3 Here well teach you how to

organize your keywords into primary keywords and secondary keywords based on the research. Well also

explore both ends of the keyword spectrum: those with a ton of competition and those without. More

time-saving tips are taught, and youll be ready a competition research pro ready to kill the keyword

market. Video #11 - Using Your Keywords! Get the final word on effective keyword usage here. This

wrap-up video gives even greater insight into the many ways you will use the primary and secondary

keywords for traffic generation. Were not just scratching the surface of killer keywords.. This video

package takes you deep into the world of keyword research and implementation. I guarantee Traffic

Armour Keywords will increase your traffic. Order Now For A One-Time Payment Of Only $4.99!
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